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Introduction
The continuous growth of scientific literature repositories demands the exploration of automated information extraction tools to access relevant information contained in millions of textual documents and to support translational research (1) . In the biomedical domain, progress has been outstanding (2), producing reliable text-mining tools and innovative text-processing algorithms. The combination of these techniques has been increasingly applied to assist biocurators, allowing the extraction of biomedical concepts such as genes, proteins, chemical compounds or diseases, and thus reducing curation times and cost (3) .
Usually, state-of-the-art solutions for biomedical information extraction follow a combination of pre-defined and sequential processes. Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques (4) are commonly applied as pre-processing tasks to split documents' text into meaningful components, such as sentences and tokens, assign grammatical categories (a process named part-of-speech tagging), or even apply linguistic parsing to identify the structure of each sentence. Next, concept recognition methods are employed, which involve Named Entity Recognition (NER) (5) to detect the concept mentions, and normalization or disambiguation processes (6) to attribute unique identifiers to each detected entity name. More complete biomedical text-mining solutions also apply relation-mining techniques to identify the events and entity relations that make up complex biological networks. Conventional solutions are focused on investigating and extracting direct associations between two concepts (e.g. genes, proteins, drugs, etc.) (7) . The study of these associations has generated much interest, especially in relation to protein-protein interactions (8) , drug-drug interactions (9) and relations between chemicals and target genes (10). Recently, interactive text-mining solutions have attracted more attention due to the added benefits of including automatically extracted information in the manual curation processes. With these solutions, the curation time is improved and possible mistakes from computational information extraction results are minimized. Brat (11) , MyMiner (12) , Argo (13) and Egas (14) are state-of-the-art interactive solutions, aiming to simplify the annotation process.
Nonetheless, these efforts are still hindered by a lack of standardised ways to process the vast amount of data generated (15) . This concern can be split in two major challenges. First, there are interoperability issues between information extraction components for concept recognition and relation extraction methodologies. Second, there is no unified way to access the mined information by largescale applications. Typically, different data models are adopted, hindering a simplified access mechanism and integration with external knowledge bases.
In this manuscript, we propose a modular architecture aiming to support the integration of text-mined information from independent systems. The pipeline developed provides interoperable interfaces for the integration of miscellaneous annotated data, enabling the full exploitation of curated knowledge according to World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) standards. An evaluation study is presented regarding Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy (DMD) disease dataset, showing the integration of two distinct text-mined results into a reusable and searchable knowledge base (available at http://bioinformatics.ua.pt/dmd/sca leus/).
Background
In recent years, several annotation formats have been advanced to store and distribute biomedical information extraction outcomes. Commonly called annotations, they are generated following a specific structure or format dependent on the extraction system, and integration with external databases and systems is challenging. IeXML (16) was one of the first XML-based implementations to define an exchange format considering annotations and enrichment of text. More recently, the BioC (17) has emerged as a community-supported format for encoding and sharing textual annotations. This simplified approach streamlines data reuse and sharing methods, achieving interoperability for the different text processing tasks by defining connectors to read and write XML annotations. Although they are created to enable interoperability and reusability between text-mined systems, these data structures are not designed to support data exploration and sustainability. To address this issue, it is necessary to develop new research methods to allow fast exploration and distribution of this valuable information.
Emerging semantic web standards and concepts are playing an important role in solving data distribution problems. In the scientific community, this is currently seen as the standard paradigm for data integration and distribution on a web-scale, focused on the semantics and the context of data (18) . It allows the construction of rich networks of linked data, offering advanced possibilities to retrieve and discover knowledge (e.g. reasoning). With the increasing adoption of this paradigm to tackle traditional data issues such as heterogeneity, distribution and interoperability, novel knowledge-based databases and systems have been built to explore the potential behind this technology. Essentially, they facilitate the deployment of well-structured data and deliver information in a usable structure for further analyses and reuse. In this way, approaches that combine the benefits of information extraction methods with these semantic systems represent a growing trend, allowing the establishment of curated databases with improved availability (19) . Coulet et al. (20) provide an overview of such solutions, and describe a use case regarding the integration of heterogeneous text-mined pharmacogenomics relationships on the semantic web. Another case study is described by Mendes et al. (21) , presenting a translation method for automated annotation of text documents to the DBpedia Knowledge Base (22) . A different approach is proposed through the PubAnnotation (23) prototype repository. The notion was to construct a sharable store, where several corpora and annotations can be stored together and queried through SPARQL (24) . In this perspective, there is a clear trend to combine textmined information with semantic web technologies, resulting in improved knowledge exchange and representation. Taking into account these approaches, there is a clear tendency towards workflow construction systems for annotation distribution. However, limitations in the development processes and the existence of software dependencies in the source platforms (25) represent a barrier to adapting and reusing existing solutions for the distribution of distinct annotation structures and formats. The great heterogeneity of biomedical annotations makes it challenging to aggregate results obtained from different tools and systems, with innovative solutions being necessary for multiple annotations' combination and distribution.
Materials and methods
In the background section, we have discussed several alternative methodologies to represent text-mining annotations. Although major contributions have been made in this area, it is still challenging to adapt and link the output of these distinct tools. To address this issue, we implemented a modular architecture able to support the integration of annotations from multiple extraction tools into the semantic web ecosystem (Figure 1) .
The proposed approach aims to provide a seamless transition from unstructured information to the semantic web level. The overall architecture is based on a modular and pipelined approach, divided into three interconnected, though independent, components: (i) knowledge discovery; (ii) semantic integration; and (iii) semantic services.
Knowledge discovery
In this component, textual documents are examined using state-of-the-art text-mining methods for the identification of relevant concepts, respective attributes and relationships. These extraction techniques can be applied by one or by a combination of automated text-mining tools. This means that the architecture does not rely on a single textmining solution to perform information extraction, with it being possible to aggregate results from several systems. However, each text-mining solution must be delivered as a RESTful Web service to be compliant with the implemented architecture. The deployment of those resources through REST (Representational state transfer) services allows us to standardize how HTTP requests can be performed within the architecture. Service invocations are made through HTTP POST requests, accepting text/plain as content type. This simplifies communication between the components developed and facilitates the configuration process for additional text-mining tools and systems integration. The implemented architecture supports NER systems, complete Concept Recognition systems and Relation Extraction systems. In the Results section, a setting with two distinct text-mining solutions is assessed, dealing with different formats and results.
Semantic integration
Information extraction tools produce several annotation formats. The migration of this data into semantic web format and services provides additional value regarding the share of knowledge. To allow this transition, our methodology is based on Ann2RDF modular algorithms (26).
Ann2RDF (http://bioinformatics-ua.github.io/ann2rdf/) is based on the creation of modular integration algorithms to deal with the different formats resulting from text-mining tools. The ability to acquire data from several and miscellaneous annotation formats benefits developers, allowing each one to implement and integrate their format in a common interface. Developed algorithms are based on Object Relation Mapping techniques for mapping different data structures to a single representation and on advanced Extract-Transform-and-Load (ETL) procedures to select and extract annotations content based on regular expressions and data parsers such as XPath (XML Path Language). Currently, the system supports the integration of most BioNLP Workshop's (http://bionlp.org) formats outof-the-box such as the BioC and Standoff formats, with it also being possible to additionally customize new formats. After this selection and extraction processes, annotations objects are semantically enriched by using ontology mapping procedures: the system makes use of an external JSON-based configuration file to assist the ontology mapping process. In this configuration file, the mappings between classified concept categories and relation properties (i.e. associations between concepts) are defined to the respective ontology terms. This allows standardization of annotations' content, e.g. 'A relatedWith B "to "A dc: relation B', using for instance, the Dublin Core Ontology (27) . Next, there is the possibility to normalize the detected concepts. Due to the existence of many NER tools that do not include concept normalization tasks, the system offers an optional normalization service. The invocation is also performed in the same configuration file, declaring external HTTP POST requests. For this invocation, two properties are needed: the service location and the regular expression to apply to select the desired output. With this external support, services such as BioPortal Annotator (28) Finally, harmonization methods are responsible for performing an adequate linkage between extracted content and the respective structured model.
To represent the processed data, our architecture model is based on Annotation Ontology (AO) (30) , an open representation model for representing interoperable annotations in RDF (Resource Description Framework) which is currently being used by the W3C community (https:// www.w3.org/TR/annotation-vocab/). It provides a robust set of methods for connecting web resources, for instance, textual information in scientific publications, to ontological elements, with full representation of annotation provenance, a contextual metadata describing the origin or source (31, 32) . By linking new scientific content to computationally defined terms and entity descriptors, AO helps to establish semantic interoperability across the biomedical field. Through this model, existing domain ontologies and vocabularies can be used, creating extremely rich stores of metadata on web resources.
Concept model
We reuse the AO core ontology components to describe generated annotations. In Figure 2 , we present the adopted core model, using a sample annotation regarding identification of the Alzheimer disease. The central point of the representation includes the URI (e.g. ann2rdf: T1), the document source (e.g. Pubmed ID 25766617), and the respective annotated data (e.g. Alzheimer Disease). The text selectors are used to identify the string detected on the document: the ao: exact data property represents the linear sequence of characters, i.e. the subject of the annotation, the ao: offset data property indicates the distance from the beginning of the document up to a given element or position, and the ao: range data property represents the number of characters starting from the offset. Information about the annotation itself is connected through two different properties: the ao: body representing the annotated resource and the ao: hasTopic indicating the semantic identifier of the detected resource (e.g. OMIM ID 104300). The identifier is attributed by the normalization service to represent 'Alzheimer Disease' annotation due to the inexistence of such information on the previously annotated data. If the annotation data already contemplate a semantic identifier, it is extracted and connected to the annotation graph. Moreover, the annotations are linked to the respective document source through the object property ao: onSourceDocument providing a provenance interchange mechanism. By using this simplified model, entity annotations can be easily mapped to a semantic webcompliant format.
Relation model
Researchers typically refer to relation extraction as the task of identifying binary relations between concepts (i.e. cooccurrence), and to event extraction as the identification of more complex relationships, involving verbs or normalized verbs (i.e. trigger) to characterize the event type. Event extraction techniques started to become more familiar with the introduction of BioNLP shared tasks (33) , allowing the construction of complex conceptual networks.
We introduced new relationships to allow the representation of annotation interactions. To represent the relations (Figure 3) , our model essentially connects the binary entities through one additional annotation. The relation is not directly established between the two entities involved due to the possible existence of different specificity in the object property linkage between relations. For this reason, a new annotation is created to associate the two annotations and a respective descriptive relation type is attributed through the ao: body property. Regarding the representation of events, our model achieves a similar structure of the relation annotations but with some adjustments, i.e. instead of only representing the binary relation it can represent multiple associations between annotations. Using the representations described, the outcomes of text-mining tools can be easily integrated into a unified model providing semantic web interoperability features for the mined resources.
Semantic services
The semantic web has gained an increasing role as a suitable environment to solve knowledge representation and interoperability problems, creating accessible and shareable information across application and database boundaries. Its adoption by the life science community allows better standards and technologies to be delivered, making the interconnection across knowledge domains possible and effective. Taking those benefits into account, our flexible solution enables the deployment of several semanticbased systems and services. Developed to support the current need of semantic-web services (18) , existing systems explore the potential behind semantic web technology, enabling the quick creation of new knowledge bases for further exploration. COEUS (34), SCALEUS (35) and SADI (36) are some examples of these systems, which can be used along our modular solution.
However, this study is only focused in the implementation and exploration of services residing in the SCALEUS web system. With this adoption, we take advantage of several services, including a database management system with simplified APIs, a SPARQL query engine supporting real-time inference mechanisms, and optimized text searches over the knowledge base. Inference on the Semantic Web is one of the most useful tools to enhance data integration quality, automatically analyzing the content of the data and discovering new relationships. In the deployed system, the SPARQL query engine plus userdefined rules makes it possible to generate new relationships from existing triples, and therefore increase reasoning capabilities by inferring or discovering additional facts about the stored data. Regarding the text-search feature, it offers the ability to perform free-text searches within SPARQL queries. By using this extension, literals are tagged and indexed by an Apache Lucene (http://lucene. apache.org) engine. Essentially, the text index is used to provide a reverse index mapping query strings to URIs. The support of SPARQL Federated Query (https://www. w3.org/TR/sparql11-federated-query/) is also an available feature allowing the execution of distributed queries over different SPARQL endpoints. In this way, the deployment of these semantic services with the combination of existing life science knowledge bases such as the Bio2RDF (37) or the EMBL-EBI RDF Platform (38) provides a wellstructured network, in which federated inquiring mechanisms can be easily applied (39, 40) .
Results
The developed architecture, involves a diverse combination of systems and technologies, lying in the intersection of knowledge discovery and semantic web methods. Due to its modularity, several components can be used, providing greater freedom for end-users and offering distinct possibilities for information integration and access.
Regarding the contribution, this study is focused on the implementation of a modular semantic-web workflow for the integration and reuse of multiple text-mined results. To allow this, three main components where developed: (i) Development of literature extraction methods based on RESTfull APIs; (ii) Improvement and adaptation of Ann2RDF algorithms for annotations integration and enrichment. (iii) Development and deployment and of a SCALEUS instance, for annotations exploration (available at http://bioinformatics.ua.pt/dmd/scaleus/). In the next sections, we explore and evaluate these components towards a unified workflow for data integration and distribution.
Information extraction
To demonstrate the feasibility of the implemented solution, we explored a combination of two distinct text-mining solutions. The first solution is Neji (41), a modular framework for biomedical NLP. This open-source framework allows the integration in a single pipeline, as dynamic plugins, of several state-of-the-art methods for biomedical NLP, such as sentence splitting, tokenization, lemmatization, part-of-speech, chunking and dependency parsing. The concept recognition tasks can be performed using dictionary matching and machine learning techniques with normalization. This framework implements a very flexible and efficient concept tree, where the recognized concepts are stored, supporting nested and intersected concepts with one or more identifiers. The architecture of Neji allows users to configure the processing of documents according to their specific objectives and goals, providing very rich and complete information about concepts.
The second tool used in this example is cTAKES (42) , an open-source NLP system for information extraction from free text of electronic medical records. The system was designed to semantically extract information to support heterogeneous clinical research. It consists of a sequence of modular components (including sentence boundary detector, tokenizer, normalizer, part-of-speech tagger, shallow parser and NER) that process clinical free-text, contributing to a cumulative annotation dataset. cTAKES was already optimized to explore the characteristics of clinical narratives. By exploring both tools, we expect to maximize coverage in the biomedical and healthcare fields.
Neji and cTAKES services were both deployed with end-user Web interfaces and REST APIs, simplifying the test and validation of our architecture. The dictionaries used in both solutions were retrieved from the 2014 UMLS Metathesaurus database (43) , which contains key terminology, classification and coding standards assigned to terms. Each term has a concept unique identifier, to be assigned to each identified concept. Both solutions can perform concept recognition through REST services. In addition, the cTAKES annotator can execute relation extraction techniques between identified concepts. These binary relations are recognized using a rule-based and machine learning components, making it possible to detect interactions such as degree of (e.g. degree of pain) or location of (e.g. location of pain).
Evaluation
To validate our architecture, we conducted a case study aimed to create a semantic repository from a dataset related to DMD, a rare disease condition affecting 1 in 5000 males at birth. For this case study, we collected a dataset containing 2783 DMD-related abstracts, obtained by accessing the Entrez Programming Utilities interfaces in the NCBI database. Figure 4 shows our modular workflow.
The integration workflow demonstrates that we take advantage of several annotation tools to extract concepts and relations from the textual information. In this case, the cTAKES delivers respective annotations in the standoff format (http://2013.bionlp-st.org/file-formats), where the annotations are stored separately from the annotated text, and the Neji system supplies annotations in the BioC format, a verbose XML format for data exchange. Using Ann2RDF modular algorithms (26), all the resulting annotations can be integrated into a common and sharable interface. Concepts and relations are independently extracted from the annotation data through advanced ETL processes. Ontology mapping procedures can also be used to enrich the integrated data through configuration properties-annotation tags mappings (i.e. classified concept categories, not concept semantic identifier) and properties mappings (i.e. associations between concepts) are supported. For instance, if an entity term is recognized as a Gene_expression tag, the system allows this linkage to be enriched by adding new mappings to terms available in an adequate ontology (e.g. Gene Regulation Ontologyhttp://purl.bioontology.org/ontology/GRO#GeneExpressi on). Moreover, it is possible to configure external services to enrich the detected entities with normalization and disambiguation features.
These integration mechanisms are responsible for performing an adequate linkage between the information extracted by the text-mining tools and the respective adopted model. The entire workflow generated a unified knowledge base with >3.5 million triples of concepts, relations and respective provenance information ( Figure 5) .
Finally, the integrated information can be combined with existing and related knowledge due to its compatibility with semantic web standards and queried over SPARQL engines.
For instance, it is very straightforward to find the documents where a specific concept was identified (e.g. Skeletal muscle atrophy):
SELECT DISTINCT? source { ? annotation a ao: Annotation. ? annotation ao: hasTopic umls: C0234958. ? annotation ao: onSourceDocument? source. } The knowledge base from this example can be explored through a set of semantic services available at (http://bio informatics.ua.pt/dmd/scaleus/). Access is through a SCALEUS (35) instance, offering a public SPARQL endpoint with data federation capabilities and supporting realtime inference mechanisms. Optimized text searches over the knowledge base are also available.
Discussion
In recent years, the number of biomedical information extraction systems has been growing steadily. The latest approaches use computational tools to help in the extraction and storage of relevant concepts, as well as their respective attributes and relationships. The product of these complex workflows provides valuable insights into the overwhelming amount of biomedical information being produced. However, interoperability issues in this domain are critical. In this manuscript, we propose an interoperable architecture to unify document curation results and enable their proper exploration through multiple interfaces geared toward bioinformatics developers and general life science researchers. This enables a unique scenario where heterogeneous results from annotation tools are harmonized and further integrated into rich semantic knowledge bases. Compared with existing techniques, our approach integrates several main features:
i. The possibility to use and combine text-mined information from different and independent annotation tools. ii. The adoption of a unique and effective ontology model that is currently being used by the W3C community. iii. The provision of enriched information resulting from the ontological terms mapping process and the combination of text-mined results. iv. Fast creation of semantic-powered knowledge bases. v. Information sharing mechanisms are simplified by using semantic web standards and adequate provenance methods. vi. Finally, it enables the exploration of a multitude of semantic web technologies and services such as reasoning capabilities, Linked Data and SPARQL query endpoints.
Taking advantage of these features, we have implemented a case study regarding DMD disease, resulting in the integration of two text-mined solutions to analyse 2783 abstracts. The outcome is a fully-connected knowledge base of annotations allowing the exploration of complex interactions between the identified concepts. Additional semantic services combination empowers our final results, delivering enhanced information sharing and discovery methods. Ultimately, the approach developed envisages providing a modular architecture for textual information integration, normalising access and exploration. Moreover, the possibility to combine information from several annotation tools allows enhanced forthcoming quality controls, resulting in a fast strategy to identify gaps between the mined information. Using quick and optimized searches over the formalized knowledge base, information can be compared, differentiated and measured according to the user's needs.
Finally, the general architecture of the solution allows its application in the most diverse life science scenarios. For instance, our approach was also used to convert 16 000 textual radiology reports into a knowledge base with >6.5 million triples (44) . In that case, narrative reports were extracted from an SQL database and processed with just one text-mined solution. The outcome was a radiology knowledge base of clinical annotations, currently being used for medical decision support purposes. 
Conclusions
Information extraction systems have been increasingly adopted to facilitate the processing of textual information. The heterogeneity of these tasks, regarding the extraction process, generates a vast quantity of miscellaneous data, which are dependent on the systems used and, in most of the cases, are not interoperable. Despite current research efforts, advanced exploration, integration or comparison of these valuable data have been left outside the research path. We proposed a modular framework where these limitations can be overcome. Our solution resides in a fast mechanism to integrate knowledge extracted from several text-mining solutions, enabling the easy creation of semantic-powered databases. The ability to process annotations from several and miscellaneous annotation formats benefits accessibility methods, allowing the integration of heterogeneous formats into a common and interoperable model. This is the major outcome of the implemented solution. To validate our system, we extracted annotations from the scientific literature, using two different text-mining solutions, leading to the creation of a unified semantic knowledge base. Data exploration methods can be easily applied through several services, making the analysis of extracted knowledge feasible. The created repository follows Linked Data standards, facilitating the application of modern knowledge discovery mechanisms (e.g. reasoning).
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